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Tournaments 
Our organization will provide a platform for student-athletes to showcase their 
basketball skills at local, regional and national tournaments, which include AAU and 

other prestigious tournaments throughout the region. 

Tentative Tournament Schedule – Spring 2020 
Will be posted soon! 

Coaches will confirm final tournament schedules once the rosters are set 
 
Tournament games are typically played on Saturday and/or Sundays. Tournament games are possible on 
the tournament dates listed above, if only one date is listed it is a one-day event. If a Friday is included, 
chances are Friday night games are a possibility so please plan accordingly. Athletes are not required to 
stay overnight at tournaments however for certain locations it is recommended. Hotel arrangements are 
the individual responsibility of parent’s. We may pass on hotel recommendations from the tournament 
BUT we are not responsible for holding or booking your athlete’s reservation. Team members are not 
required to stay at the same hotel. 
 

SPRING SEASON COST BREAKDOWN 
 

Spring AAU season fee for 4-8th grade is $800 new / $750 returning and includes: 
-6 tournaments **travel/hotel stay required and not included** 

-pickup games/scrimmages 
-2 team practices each week & any additional req’d team workouts 

-Unlimited SPT Workouts  
-AAU Registration and Player Insurance 

-Fusion Elite Shooting Shirt 
-Coach’s Fee 

 
**additional $50 if a uniform is needed** 

 Payment for the season is due by the first team practice  
 

No refunds are given beyond the first week of practice, NO EXCEPTIONS! Please consider any and all 
conflicts carefully before committing for the season. Please understand that once you accept the 
invite and submit payment you are confirming and accepting a spot on our roster. We accept a 
maximum of 12 athletes/team.   Voluntarily removing your athlete results in no refund. Coaches 
removing an athlete for any reason results in no refund. 

 
 


